English:
La Luna—narrative based on the film ‘La Luna’ (whole school writing project).
Mama Panya’s Pancakes by Mary Chamberlin - Write information texts about
food around the world – compare and contrast different countries, continents
or food customs.
Write descriptive poems using the senses, based on experiences of tasting food
from around the world.
Write recipes for different dishes around the world.
Grammar and Punctuation—Direct speech, determiners, pronouns, possessive
pronouns, apostrophes to mark plural possession.

Maths
Statistics - interpreting charts, Introducing line graphs, drawing line
graphs.
Properties of Shape—Identify right angles, compare and order angles.
classify triangles for the first time, name quadrilaterals including a
square, rectangle, rhombus, parallelogram and trapezium
Position and direction - Children are introduced to coordinates and they
describe positions in the first quadrant , move shapes and points on a
coordinate grid following specific directions .

RE: What does it mean to be a Hindu?
What Can We Learn From Hindu values?
What is Karma and how does it affect the life of a Hindu?
Is a Mandir Just a Place to Pray?

Summer 2
World’s
kitchen

Science: Animals including humans
To understand which parts of the body are part of the
digestive system .
To know the different functions of different teeth .
To understand the nutrition we gain from different foods .
To understand what a herbivore, carnivore, and omnivore are.
To construct and interpret a variety of food chains.

PE:
Rounders and athletics

PSHE:
Keeping safe. Medicines and household
products.

Computing:
Coding

RSE— Friendship. Falling out with friends.
Time to change.

Music
Perform as part of an ensemble using voice and
musical instruments.

Art/DT:
Create a Spanish menu for a South American food
festival . Faces made from fruit -look at the work
of Giuseppe Arcimboldo .

Geography/History:
Locate continents on a map of the world.
Identify traditional foods belonging to the continents of
the world. Explain why specific foods identified may be
traditionally served within these countries
Can we identify traditional foods from different countries/
continents?
How has UK food culture changed over the last 100 years?
What is fair trade?
What global food issues are there?

